Legacy does not require a permit to place geocaches in our preserves, however, we would like people to adhere to these guidelines to make sure our preserves continue to be safe and enjoyable for everyone to use.

1. Do not use ammo boxes, PVC pipes, other containers that might cause alarm or look like garbage. Caches that blend in with the surroundings are ideal.

2. Offensive, illegal, or dangerous items are not allowed in any cache.

3. When placing a cache do not disturb the surrounding environment in any way. This includes digging holes, cutting vegetation, or attaching the cache to live trees.

4. Place the cache in a safe area. Think about the safety of people who will be looking for your cache and use common sense.

5. A cache must be located within reach while standing on a trail.

6. When hunting for or hiding a cache you must abide by Legacy’s other preserve regulations.

7. A cache should not be at the same location for longer than one year.